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HONORS CORE 102, UNIT C
DR. BERLIN, SPRING 2014
Office: Sutton 406

Phone: 724-357- 7969

Office Hours: M 1:00-4:00, T 1:00-2:00, F 2:00-3:00

E-mail: ivy@iup.edu

And by appointment.

Unit C: How do we understand art? What, therefore, do we do?
Course Description
Where does inspiration come from? What is the process of creation like? And how do we craft our own
responses to works of art? How does the artist function within society? Is art a necessity or a frill? In
this section, we will be answering these questions through a variety of literary texts. To understand
sources of inspiration, we will examine poets' poems and statements about the creative process,
including such authors as William Blake, Federico Garcia Lorca, Joy Harjo, and Lucille Clifton as well as
Jean Cocteau's film Orpheus, which is itself a modern myth on creativity. To understand the creative
process, we'll take a look at a great variety of poems--including villanelles and haiku--to see what makes
them tick. Perhaps the most direct way to understand poetry is to create some. We will therefore focus
several of the reading journal entries on writing poetry. After examining four short stories on the theme
of the artist, he unit will conclude with a novel that directly addresses how we understand art: Chaim
Potok's novel, My Name Is Asher Lev, dealing with an artistically gifted child born into a religious family
for whom art has no place.

All of our reading will be done within the context of the major objectives of the Honor College core
curriculum:
1. to develop critical and synthetic thinking skills
2. to develop the ability to solve problems effectively a team member
3. to improve writing
And, since this is a literature course, we will go about figuring out how to interpret literature, even
literature that does not appear initially to make much sense.
Course Texts
Chaim Potok, My Name Is Asher Lev
Mary Ruefle, A Little White Shadow
Lots of Handouts
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Be sure to bring whatever text we're using to class each day.

Course Requirements and Grading
PLEASE NOTE: Make sure you have backup copies--both paper and flash-drive or disk--for ALL your
written work in this course. Computer problems are common. Save all your work, including drafts,
throughout the semester.
1. Critical Essay: 45% of your unit grade.
Length is 5-8 pages. This paper will be based primarily on the course readings, your journal
entries, and your analyses. Additional research is not required. We will use your reading
journals as a space for developing ideas for this paper. In addition, we will also devote class
time to generating a good question and provisional thesis for this paper.
A full draft of this essay will be due for swapping with your peer editors on Thursday, February
27. Failure to bring a full draft to class on paper swap day OR to me when the revisions are
due will result in an F for the essay.
When turning in revisions, please include the first draft with my comments as well as the revised
draft.
2. Peer editing grade: 10%
You and two other classmates will swap drafts of your critical essay. Each of you will provide
detailed written comments and suggestions for each draft writer. In other words, you will be
editing TWO papers each, and the work you do as a peer editor will be graded. (Note that 10%
is enough to make the difference between one letter grade and the next!)
3. Journal and other writing assignments: 30%
You will have two sorts of brief writing assignments in this unit:
•

Poetry Journal Entries. This journal will contain 5 entries ranging from trying your
hand at writing poetry to considering the nature of creativity and the way poems
work. Whenever you write a poem, you will also be writing a one-page reflection
on the nature of your creative process, as informed by the various class readings.
Creative work should be written individually. All other journal assignments should
be written in pairs. Journal length should be 1-2 pages, total. The purpose of the
poetry journal will be to provide you with a chance to engage in a creative process
and to reflect on the nature of that process, its effects on you and its potential uses.
Journal entries may also serve to prepare you for the Short Papers and Critical
Paper. Helpful, positive, glowing comments will be provided for your poems, no
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matter how awful they are. So consider the reflective essay section equally if not
more important. For the reflective essay, plan to include:
 a question to drive the paper and your answer (thesis) supported by
examples.
 cogent reflection on your experience with writing poetry and with the
creative process;
 meaningful inclusion of concepts and ideas covered in class;
 lucid prose
To help develop your skills as a team member, some journal entries will be done in pairs.
•

2 short essays (2-3 pages). The purpose of this essay will be to give you practice in putting
the ideas you generate into the best prose that you can. Since this essay is intended as
practice for the Critical Essay, it will be free-topic, to allow you practice in generating a topic
and appropriate question on your own.

4. Participation: 15%
A mix of activities will be counted as participation:
•

Attendance. Attendance at class is, of course, required. The Honors College attendance
and participation policy, available on the HC website and in the Core 101 Master Syllabus,
states that "more than one unexcused absence per unit will result in an F grade for the
course." This policy IS enforced. You are allowed ONE unexcused absence per unit.
"Excused" absences are for emergencies or serious illness and require supporting
documentation on the day you return. Please let me know if you're going to be gone for
more than one class day. Coming to class on time is also of importance, particularly since
class time is so short. The Honors College considers being late twice as one absence.

•

Class participation. Come to class prepared and set to go. This is too self-evident a point to
belabor, but I will belabor it anyway. The Honors College is a community of learners, and
that community falls apart if all are not there to participate. Your particular point of view on
the class material is very much needed if we are to have the fullest possible intellectual
experience. Pertinent questions, particularly those comments that open the conversation
up and keep it rolling, are always welcome. Listening carefully and respectfully to
classmates is also an important part of participation. I will feel free to call on students in
class to help encourage participation, if necessary. If you say nothing in class, your grade
will suffer.

•

Small group work. Periodically, small groups may also be assigned to teach us something or
lead the discussion for a while.
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•

Fine Arts Requirement. You are required to attend six approved Fine Arts events during the
semester. Try to pace yourselves and aim for a mix of genres (photography, dance, art,
theater, music, poetry readings, etc.) In addition, you will be writing a brief response (about
one page each) to each event that you attend, to be handed in to your Unit C professor.

Grading: Your short papers and the critical essay will be graded on a scale of 1-10. The journal entries
and Fine Arts Critiques receive a check, indicating that your mission has been accomplished. The short
essay will receive detailed comments and suggestions as we work toward your thesis paper.

Syllabus
Please note: While I plan to adhere to the syllabus as set forth, changes at times may be necessary to
accommodate class interests or needs. Any changes made to the syllabus will be made in consultation
with the class.

Assignments should be read by the date indicated on the syllabus.
Please note: While I plan to adhere to the syllabus as set forth, changes at times may be necessary to
accommodate class interests or needs. Any changes made to the syllabus will be made in consultation
with the class. Assignments should be read by the date indicated on the syllabus.
Week 1: January 20-24
M

No class: Martin Luther King Jr. Day

T

Intro to Unit C in the Great Hall

R
Unit C overview and introductions. Provide Poetry Handout #1 for Friday: Poetry as Sound. Set
up schedule for viewing Cocteau's Orpheus for next Friday (95 minutes). How to read a poem.
F
Poetry as Sound (Poetry Handout #1). This handout contains YouTube links with recitations of
five of our poems. Please listen to these passages and come to class having read the poems (14 pages).
POETRY JOURNAL #1 DUE (1 page): Working in pairs, write a brief essay describing the types of sound
you have noticed. You don't need to use any specific poetic language for this (although you are
welcome to). Simply describe what you have noticed about sound in poems and its effect upon you.
Consider such things as vowels, consonants, patterns, rhyme, pace, line breaks, alliteration, consonance,
punctuation, tone of voice, etc. But don't worry about technical terms right now. Focus on what grabs
you will also be provided.
Week 2: January 27-31
M The Week of Mythic Awareness. In preparation for Friday's journal and for viewing Cocteau's film,
try to spend at least 10 minutes every day attending to objects in the world as if they were messages to
you personally. In other words, treat everything in the world as if it were significant. This can be done
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as you walk to class or take a shower or sit alone during a meal. If you notice anything striking, jot it
down.
Seeing Poetry: Form and Image (Poetry Handout #2). Please read all the poems in the handout. Focus
on imagery in two ways: 1.) Notice the shape of the poem on the page, its layout, its line breaks, etc. 2.)
Take time to visualize any objects that are mentioned, as if it were a movie. Keep track of lines that you
particularly like or dislike, and of anything that puzzles you.
T
Interpreting Poetry: How to Deal with Poems You Don't Understand. A second pass through
Poetry Handouts #1 and #2. From the poems we have read so far, select one that you like and one that
you do not for possible class discussion. Articulate for yourself why a particular poem does or does not
appeal to you. If you prefer, bring in other poems that you do or do not like.
POETRY JOURNAL #2 DUE: Write a poem (10-20 lines) that experiments with sound or image. Or use
the exercise on metaphor, "Full Moon Me," to be provided.
Guidelines for the Short Paper #1 and the Handout on Villanelles for Thursday will be provided.
R
Examining a Fixed Form: Villanelles (Poetry Handout #3). Judging by the poems in this
handout, what is a villanelle? Try to define the form. Poetry Handout #4: Inviting the Muse: On Poetic
Inspiration will be provided. Also instructions for "The Image Angel," due Friday.
F
Inviting the Muse: On poetic inspiration (Poetry Handout #4). POETRY JOURNAL #3 DUE:
"The Image Angel. "Writing prompt for Friday, "The Image Angel" will be provided in class. Viewing of
Cocteau's Orpheus tonight. POETRY JOURNAL #3 DUE: "The Image Angel."

Week 3: February 3-7
M
For class discussion: How does Cocteau understand the creative process? To answer this
question, consider the following, in no particular order: If we take the film as a sort of allegory of
creativity, what do the characters, settings, and various fixtures (such as the mirrors and the radio)
represent? What is the zone? Why does Cocteau choose the legend of Orpheus to represent creativity,
and how does he alter it? Bring your own questions as well. Discussion of Cocteau's Orpheus in class.
Read Ovid's version of the story of Orpheus (Handout provided).
T
SHORT PAPER #1 DUE. Japanese Haiku (Poetry Handout # 5) (Handout will be provided in class.
Just focus on your papers.)
R

American Haiku (Poetry Handout # 6). Provide Handout for "Seventeen Syllables"

F
Read: Hisaye Yamamoto, "Seventeen Syllables" (handout). POETRY JOURNAL #4 DUE: HAIKU
OR VILLANELLE. Based on the information on haiku provided on Tuesday and Thursday, write your
own. Please work alone to produce a set of six haiku in either American of Japanese style. The may be
related if you wish, or they may be totally disconnected. Accompany y our haiku with a page of
reflection on what you were hoping to accomplish, what aspects of haiku (covered in class) you were
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trying to emulate, what inspired you, etc. OR try your hand at writing a villanelle, following the
traditional schemes for rhymes and stanzas (19 lines total). This poem, too, should be accompanied by
the one-page reflection sheet, showing what aspects of a villanelle you were trying to capture.
Preliminary Questions for the Final Paper also due. Packet of fragmentary and experimental writing to
be provided. Instructions for Short Paper #2 will be provided.
Week 4: February 10-14
M
Fragments, Scraps, and Altered Texts: Mary Ruefle: A Little White Shadow. Also read the packet
on Fragments, Scraps, and Altered Texts (Handout # 7) which will include some works by Sappho, Emily
Dickinson, and others. The packet of short stories will be provided. POETRY JOURNAL #5 DUE: Altered
Texts. Write your own altered text using Mary Ruefle's A Little White Shadow as a model. You may
choose your own text to alter or use one that Dr. Berlin provides.
T

Short Stories: Franz Kafka, "The Hunger Artist"; Kurt Vonnegut, "Harrison Bergeron"

R

Revised question with preliminary thesis due. Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Artist of the Beautiful"

F

SHORT PAPER #2 DUE. Asher Lev 1-20.

Week 5: February 17-21
M

My Name Is Asher Lev 20-150.

T
NYT #3 DUE. Workshop on Thesis Statements. Bring in both your chosen question and your
provisional thesis, answering the question .
R

My Name Is Asher Lev 151-223.

F

JOURNAL ENTRY #5 ON ASHER LEV DUE. My Name Is Asher Lev 224-266.

Week 6: February 24-28
M

Finish My Name Is Asher Lev 267 to end.

T

Review of Peer Editing Handout

R

PAPER SWAP. The rest of class may be used to prepare for presentations.

F
PEER EDITING. In-class consultation on peer-edited drafts. Please do not discuss these papers
with their authors in advance. The quality of your discussion will be more dedicated if those around you
are similarly engaged. Over the weekend, prepare draft 2 of your final paper, based on peer comments.
Schedule individual conferences.
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Week 7: March 3-7
M

CRITICAL ESSAY Draft 2 DUE, along with the two peer edited papers.
Two presentations in Great Hall .

T

Two presentations in Great Hall. CONFERENCES begins.

R

CONFERENCES

F

CONFERENCES

Week 8: March 10-14
M

Unit D begins. Intro in Great Hall

T

Unit D: Day 1

R

Unit D: Day 2

F

UNIT C DRAFT 3 OF CRITICAL ESSAYS DUE to professors. Attach conference version!

